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— A federal appeals court has unanimously upheld Utah's same-sex
marriage ban, striking down a lower court ruling that declared the ban
unconstitutional. A Utah federal appeals court on Friday found that state
officials could not deny gay couples the right to marry because the state
had not legally enacted a marriage equality law. "It is... the prerogative of
state legislatures to define marriage as a union between a man and a
woman, or between two people of the same sex," said a three-judge panel
from the 10th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals. The 10th Circuit, based in
Denver, is the nation's largest and most liberal. The ruling sets up the
case for review by the U.S. Supreme Court. A coalition of same-sex
couples had sued in federal court after U.S. District Judge Robert Shelby
last year declared the state's voter-approved ban on same-sex marriage
unconstitutional. In an earlier round of litigation that included the
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American Civil Liberties Union, Shelby ruled that same-sex couples had
the same rights to marry as straight couples. In his ruling last year,
Shelby said Utah failed to provide any rational reason for its decision to
deny gays the right to marry. Meanwhile, Utah officials on Friday vowed
to continue defending the state's ban and urged the 10th Circuit to
further clarify the
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